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Abstract– This work is to have significant instance-management functions regarding digital signature. While a wide variety of the certificate revocation technology has been studied, an idea for
instance revocation of digital signature without revoking the certificate has not been investigated. We
show that the problem of the instance signature revocation is equivalent to the problem when and how
the non-repudiatable property can be removed from the signature. We present a signature revocation
model based on the signature revocation token and its revocation protocols, which enables the notion
of instance revocation of digital signature on top of the existing signature schemes. Using our proposed
model and protocols, the signer can revoke his previously signed message under the mutual consent
with the signature receiver. We also present a construction for the privacy-enhanced digital signature
that allows the signer to control the universal verifiability of the signature.
Keywords: Instance management, signature revocation
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1.1

Introduction
Overview

Digital signature is a very important primitive in
cryptographic protocols. Basically any legal receiver
of the signature can verify the signature, thus the signature authenticates a certain will or duty of the signer.
However, since digital contents are easy to copy, it will
be very diﬃcult to control where the signature goes.
Suppose that a customer buys a book in a bookstore
with a credit card. Later in the permitted period, the
customer may want to return the book and have his
money back. In the paper world, it will be very easy
that if customer returns the book, he will get the cash
or the shop assistant will tear the slip of receipt for
the credit card, thus the bargain is cancelled. But in
a digital world, since there is no face-to-face communication, and everyone is behind the network and only
signs the contract with digital signatures. There will
be not visible proof that the signed signature is really
destroyed even after one party says so. In the future if
the shop should ask the customer to execute the buying
contract, the customer would have no way to protect
himself. For he did sign such a signature in the past,
and if there is no expiring date in the signature he will
have no way to prove it to a judge that the signature
has been revoked.
Thus there appear one problem that in some occasion the signer wants to take back his previously singed
signature, in other words, to revoke his legal signature
in a proper way, so that after certain procedures, an
existed signature can be regarded as invalidate, which
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leads to a new study of instance management regarding
digital signature.
1.2

Related work

Ordinary digital signature has one prominent property that every legal receiver can have the right to
verify the signature. In contrast to this, after a signature has been distributed, the signer will have no
way to prevent others from verifying the signature or
re-distributing the signature. To solve the unauthorized re-distribution problem, Chaum and van Antwerpen proposed the “Undeniable Signatures” and “Zeroknowledge Undeniable Signatures” ([7],[5]), based on
zero-knowledge proof that any receiver of the undeniable signature should get the help from the signer to
verify the signature he has received. However, another
problem occurs when in some case the signer should
refuse to cooperate or be not available. Then the “Designated Confirmer Signature” ([6]) was proposed that
lets some third party help the receiver to verify the
received signature.
Up to now, there is some work with respect to “Revocation”. We have “Private Key Traitor Trace Scheme
with Revocation” ([12]) in the broadcast encryption,
“Certificate Revocation” ([10],[8],[9],[1]) in PKI, and “
Group Member Signing Key Revocation” in group signature management ([3]). To clarify the diﬀerence of
these “Revocation” from our signature revocation, we
briefly compare them in Table 1.
Fair exchange of digital contents is another important issue in network communication. It ensures that
the participating parties can get what they negotiated
to exchange in the end. Usually the participants don’t
trust each other, so there often exists a Trusted Third
Party (TTP), that helps to complete the protocol. An
obviously eﬃcient approach will be the TTP only appears when needed i.e. the optimistic fair exchange.
This can help the two parties to reach mutual consent.

Things to revoke
Implementation approach
Key reusability
∗

Private Key Revocation∗
Group signing key
Enable block
No

Certificate Revocation
Certificate of public key
CRL or CRT or CRS
No

Signature Revocation
Message-wise signature
Revocation Token
Yes

: In Broadcast Encryption
Table 1: Diﬀerent revocation
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Our contribution

While a lot of research has been done on certificate
revocation and key revocation in PKI, there is still not
study concerns the instance revocation of digital signature. In a large amount of applications, the signer of
the signature needs to invalidate the signature legally.
Another big issue is how to control the revocation in a
flexible way, so that the signer can revoke the signature
whenever he wants and no matter how long it lasts, he
can still prove to a third party, say, a judge, that the
signature has been revoked in a legal way.
In this paper, for the first time we investigate the
problem of signature revocation, a matter of instance
management regarding digital signatures. We formulate the categories of diﬀerent applications and propose
an eﬃcient scheme based on the hash function. Using
our models of signature revocation, a digital signature
can be revoked by the signer and respective receiver at
any time legally. We would also like to point it out that
our scheme enjoys semantic security in the context of
random oracle model and public key assumption. We
also give another construction of signature revocation
based on the Designated Confirmer Signature (DCS).
To further explain our work, those solved in this work
are listed in Table 2.
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Preliminary

3.1

notations

A digital signature scheme e.g. [11], is a 3-tuple algorithm containing such elements:
1. Generation algorithm: Gen(), in which a signing key and a verification key pair is generated
according to a user Alice, where the signing key
will only known by the signer and verifiers will
have the verification key.
2. Signing algorithm: Sign(), for an input message
M , a Signer Alice using the signing algorithm
outputs Sign(M ), where Sign(M ) will be called
the signature on M . Especially, SignA (M1 ) is the
signature on M1 of a signer Alice, SignB (M1 ) is
the signature on M2 of a signer Bob, etc..
3. Verification algorithm: V er(), given a message
M , a certain verification key, Kv of a signer Alice,
and a respective signature Sign(M) on message
M , V er(M, Sign(M )) outputs a boolean value
B ∈ (0, 1) that either rejects or accepts that
SignA (M ) is a valid signature on M .

For the convenience later, we also list some other
tools as follows:
H() the collision-free hash function, for a random
number R of any length, the hash function output
a fixed length value H(R), so that it is computationally hard to find diﬀerent values R1 and R2 ,
where H(R1 ) equals H(R2 ). We also assume that
given a hashed value H(R), it is computationally
hard to find R0 so that H(R0 ) equals to H(R).
Typically examples can be MD5, SHA-1 etc..
k : string concatenation. For an arbitrary string M ,
and another string R, M kS, means the concatenation of the two strings. The new string will
have the length of M + S, and respective digits
of M and S.
3.2

Sketch of the idea

Definition 1 Universal security of signature revocation: once the signature is revoked, then no one can
prove the original signature to anyone the validity of
the signature, then this kind of revocation will be called
universally secure signature revocation.
Remark 2 In fact the universally secure revocation
deprives the signature of the verifiability.
We have noticed that for the normal public key system it is hard to have universally secure revocation.
However, like the certificate revocation list, we introduce other kind of method that can prove some proof
to the players that in a prospective dispute, the players can protect themselves by submitting the proof to
a judge.
Evidently for a revoked signature the signer should
be able to deny it, hence for any verifier of the signature, the original the non-repudiatable property of
the the signature was no longer available. Oppositely
if non-repudiatable property of the the signature was
removed, then then signature is in fact revoked. Consequently, the problem of the revocation regarding the
digital signature can be equivalently expressed as removing the non-repudiatable property from the signature.
In the concrete we shall introduce a new tool named
Revocation Token to help to achieve removing the nonrepudiatable property from the signature. We notice
that a single signer usually don’t have the right to revoke his signature, if he commits something or promises
some duty. So usually we provide a negotiation phase
for both the signer and the receiver. So that the revocation can only take place if both of them agree

Approaches
Universal Security

Public Key based signature scheme
Revocation Token
No

Designated confirmer Signature
An additional revocation protocol
Yes

Table 2: What will be solved in this work
to the revocation. Of course, for certain applications,
e.g. some free service provider’s contract, the provider
should have the right to invalidate the contract any
time. In such occasions, only the signer’s consent will
be enough for the revocation. So we should also include
it into our scheme.
Definition 3 Revocation Token is such a matter that
by proving the approval and authentication of the related players it convinces a third party such facts that
the signature has become invalid.
We can base the signature on the invalidity (invisibility) of the Revocation Token in the signing phase. As
long as the Revocation Token is invalid (invisible), the
signature will be valid. For revocation, just uncover
the Revocation Token, which will equivalently invalidate the signature.
Another approach in reference to Undeniable Signature or Designated Confirmer Signature is in a diﬀerent
category. If the respective signer or confirmer should
refuse to help receivers to verify the signature, the signature would be factually revoked. We also consider
this specific type of signature and give a complete formalized protocol to realize the revocation. According
to the nature of Designated Confirmer Signature, this
approach is of universal security.
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Revocation Token

4.1

Basic logic

We can make such a construction utilizing the hash
function the hash chain. We can also extend it to multilayer signature revocation, which can revoke a number
of signatures at the same time. Here we first give the
construction, then we prove it to be semantically secure
under proper assumptions.
Suppose a signer Simon signs the message together
with the concatenation of the hash value of a randomly
selected number, and he will keep it secret until the
signature is revoked: such that, the signature will be
SignS (M kH(R))
Simon sends it to a receiver Rata. Rata can verify
Simon’s signature on M kH(R) as usual after she receives it, therefore, authenticates M in normal way verification of digital signature, however, she can’t know
any information about R, for the un-invertibility of the
hash function.
When there is a need to revoke the signature, Simon and Rata need to perform the following protocol
together:
1. They negotiate on the revocation of a certain signature of Simon SignS (M kR), and

2. Simon sends the random number R to Rata.
If later there arises a dispute, the court will call on
Simon and Rata can send the random number R to
the judge, judge will compute the hash function on R,
If H(R) corresponds with the one in the signature, then
the signature is revoked. Or the signature is still valid
if there is no extra time limit in the signature.
However, as we have mentioned before, in the occasions that the signer commits some duty to the receiver,
sometimes he shouldn’t be allowed to revoke the signature if only he wants. In other words, the revocation of
signature management shouldn’t be controlled only by
the signer. The receiver should also have the power to
control the revocation. But if we merely use the strategy stated above, the receiver will never be able to call
on a revocation.
So as a formal approach, we propose such a construction that combines two hash values independently
generated by Signer and Receiver respectively. As including the hash value of their secret numbers in the
signatures, it can be regarded for both of them as an
agreement to the revocation option in advance. They
keep the number secretly until the revocation phase.
Thus not only the Signer but also the Receiver has part
of the right in the revocation process. In the revocation
process they just exchange the two random number. In
case of dispute, the judge will call on them to give out
the two random numbers. If either of them can submit the number, then the signature will be regarded as
revoked. We will give the formal construction of the
Revocation Token later as well as security discussion.
However, another problem occurs that one player
may get advantages in the exchange phase. Here a fair
exchange sub-protocol is needed in the exchange phase,
so that in the end either each player gets the other’s secret number, or no party gets the other’s number, and
if both players are honest they must result in a fair exchange. We will define the security of a fair exchange
as this:
Fairness After the exchange, if both the players get
the other’s digital contents or neither of them
gets the other’s digital contents, we shall call the
exchange fair.
Completeness If both of the players are honest, they
must get fair exchange.
Definition 4 If the exchange protocol satisfies such
requirements(fairness and completeness), we shall call
the exchange protocol secure.
In [2], there are ready solutions for most public key
systems. Here we just make a small change to it that
the digital signature there will be replaced by a random

hash value R. For details readers are encouraged to
refer the original paper.
4.2

Detailed protocol

In this section we give a protocol with the construction of hash values. For the receiver should have part
of the right in the revocation phase, we also include the
receiver in the signing phase to submit a hashed value
of his secret number.
Definition 5 We define that (H(RS ), H(RR )) is the
Revocation Token of the signature
Sign(M kH(RS )kH(RR ))
The signing phase:
1. Rata selects a random number RR from a specific
set {SR }, and hashes it to get the value H(RR ),
then together with the signing request, she sends
Req(M, H(RR )) to Simon.
2. Simon receives the request Req(M, H(RR )) from
Rata, extracts H(RR ) from the request, selects
a random number RS from {SS }, calculates the
hashed value H(RS ), then he signs the message
M together with H(RS ) and H(RR ). He forwards the second extra value H(RS ) and the signature Sign(M kH(RS )kH(RR )) to Rata, then
quits.
3. Rata receives the respective hashed value H(RS )
and the signature Sign(M kH(RS )kH(RR )) on
the message M from Simon. She verifies the signature with the verification key KP and verification algorithm, if
V er(KP , Sign(M kH(RS )kH(RR ))) = 1
then she accepts Sign(M kH(RS )kH(RR )) is a
valid signature on message M , then quits.
The revocation negotiation phase:
In this phase, Simon and Rata discuss to reach the
agreement for a revocation. Since the signature will be
no longer valid after the negotiation, all the decisions
will be made on behalf of the two players. If each of
them agrees to invoke the revocation, then terminates.
The revocation will only take place after this phase.
The Revocation Token construction phase:
The signer who wants to revoke his past generated
signature initiates the signature revocation. Here according to the fair exchange logic, the random number will be first converted into a verifiable encryption
([4],[2]). Since there is only two players, and they don’t
trust each other will do the exchange honestly, they
ask the Trusted Third Party (TTP) to assist in the
exchange. Without losing generality, we suppose Rata
moves first.
1. Rata encrypts her secret random number RR in
a verifiable encryption way that with only negligible probability that she will success in cheating
Simon that with a number diﬀerent from RR , Simon will accept the encryption.

2. Simon receives the verifiable encrypted number
RR , then he sends Rata his secret random number RS . To avoid possible eavesdroppers in the
middle, he may encrypt it in a normal way, i.e.,
no need verifiable. If he changes his mind at this
very point, he can call on the abort protocol and
quits.
3. Rata receives Simon’s number RS , and verifies
whether this value accords with the one she receive in the exited signature. If she succeeds, she
stores the value together with her secret value,
and sends her secret value to Simon. If she fails
in verifying the value Simon sent her in the second
step, then she contacts the TTP for an abortion.
Otherwise she may call on a resume sub-protocol.
4. Simon receives Rata’s number, he does the same:
first verify the correctness of the value, if it corresponds to the one Rata sent him in the signing
phase. If the verification succeeds, then he quits.
Otherwise he informs the TTP call on the resume
sub-protocol.
Protocol Abort:
1. A player sends the request of abortion to the TTP
Req(Abort).
2. TTP receives from the player the request of abortion Req(Abort), he searches his database for the
record of abortion Record(Abort), if it has been
aborted before, and if there is no record of resume, either, then he sends to the requester the
approval Appr(AbortRata ), writes a record to his
database of abortion Record(Abort) and quits.
If the protocol has already been resumed before,
then he will send to the player the Revocation
Token (H(RS ), H(RR )).
Protocol Resume:
1. Simon sends to the TTP his secret number RS ,
the original signature Sign(M kH(RS )kH(RR )),
the verifiable encryption of Rata’s secret number
V ER (RR ) together with the request of resume
Req(Resume).
2. TTP receives from Simon V ER (RR ), the original signature Sign(M kH(RS )kH(RR )) and the
request of resume Req(Resume), he searches the
record Record(Abort) in his database, if there is
an abortion record before, then he sends to Simon
the abortion information Appr(AbortSimon ) and
quits. Otherwise he decrypts the V ER (RR ) and
gets the number RR . Or he can get it from the
database if the protocol has already been resumed
before. Then he will sends the approval of Resume Appr(ResumeSimon ) together with the Revocation Token H(RS ), H(RR ) to Simon, saves
Record(Resume) in his data-base (if necessary
the Revocation Token (H(RS ), H(RR )), too) and
quits.

In the case Rata calls on a resume, she must include her verifiable encryption of her number besides
the same things Simon sends to the TTP.
After all the protocols, both Simon and Rata hold
the other player’s secret number, they can construct
the Revocation Token separately.
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to be revoked very often and not desirable to return, if
each revocation to the signature is related to the last
change in the chain. Another type of applications can
be branch routines revocation based on only one revocation root. An example of such kind is depicted in
figure 1.

Security analysis

Theorem 6 The construction of Revocation Token using hash function i.e. (RS , RR ) is semantically secure
under the assumption of random oracle model and public key assumption.
Proof. From our construction of Revocation Token,
we know that For a signature
Sign(M kH(RS )kH(RR )),
a pair of secret numbers (RS , RR ) that generate the
hashed value which were concatenated with the message in the signature has the properties:
First, with the assumption of public key, we know
that it is computationally hard for one to forge a signature of others, in other words, it is also impossible
for one to forge another version of revoked signature
within finite time, which means no one can forge the
hashed value included in the signature, either.
Then we have assumed that the hash function is unable to invert. Under the random oracle model assumption, before one disclose the root number to the other
player, he will know no information above it. This
means that one can’t get arbitrary access to the original number until the other player tells him. Only after
one gets the other’s number can he put it with his own
to have one valid Revocation Token to the particular
signature.
Last by secure fair exchange protocol, we can have
two players exchange their secret number fairly. No
one will gain any advantage in the exchanging phase.
Even the one drops from the middle of the exchange
protocol and terminates won’t be able to leave the other
waiting for ever. In such a situation, the other party
can call the TTP to decrypt the verifiable encryption
of the exchanging number sent in the first step of the
exchange protocol.
Complete.
After the exchange protocol if there arises a dispute,
either Simon or Rata can just show the Revocation Token to the judge. Then with enough convincingness the
judge will trust the signature is revoked. Otherwise if
none of them can provide the Revocation Token, then
no matter one or both of them are cheating, the signature is still valid.
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Extension and applications

Suppose we have such a hash chain generated by a
random seed as root, whose elements are the hashed
values of previous one. Then using the same construction as above, we can use one element once in a series of
continuous related signatures. It will be very eﬃcient
for applications in which the contract (signature) are

Figure 1: Applications
For a traveller to arrange his course of the trip, he
may have to book the flight, the hotel, buy the ticket
to the park, rent a car at the spot and etc.. Then with
travel agencies, he can make all the reservation in one
contract. Later, he may change his idea about part of
the arrangement in his travel (e.g. the hotel and/or
the date of the flight) or even cancel the whole course.
So this time, we can utilize the hash chain value in all
the reservation with priority. One revocation will not
aﬀect the upper ones, and will only partially revoke the
contract (customer’s digital signature).
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Revocation protocol regarding DCS

As we have pointed out that we can utilize the power
of DCS as possible approach regarding signature revocation of this category. First, the Confirmer (hereby
we shall call her Carol) in DCS is assumed to act as a
TTP that can do such things:
• Confirmer can be trusted as linking to exact time
source.
• Confirmer can deal with signature revocation status.
We here emphasize that once Confirmer Carol receives a certified revocation request from the signer,
Confirmer stops corresponding verification service at
later time frame.
The message flow of the revised DCS protocol is given
here:
1. Signature Generation: Simon generates signature
and sends it to Rata just as the normal DCS signature does.
2. Signature Verification: Rata confirm the signature using the same protocol as DCS based on
Zero-knowledge proof.
3. Revocation: As what we have done with the hash
function construction, here we divide it into two
situations:

Signer-only Revocation As the literality, only
the signer Simon can revoke the signature
and Simon himself is enough to have the revocation happen. He contacts Carol who
will do these for him:
Records the time of his request and from this
point every request for verify the signature
will be refused, which means the signature
is completely revoked.
Negotiation Revocation This requires Simon
and Rata discuss the possibility of the revocation. If one party should not agree to revoke the signature, then it will still be valid
as long as the time limit of the signature is
not due.
Then after both of Simon and Rata agree
to invalidate the signature, they will send
their authentication to Carol. After Carol
receive it from both, she will record the time
and add a revocation record together with
the proof of consent of both party in her
database and any request on the verification
of this signature will be neglected.
4. Post-Revocation: If someone attempts to verify
a signature, Carol will first search her database
for the revocation record. If there is such record
in her database, she will send a “revoked” proof
to the verifier. Otherwise she will help to verify
the signature as usual.
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Conclusion

In this work we investigate the problem of instance
management regarding signature especially the revocation problem. For diﬀerent types of signatures like the
normal public key signature scheme and other verifierbased signature schemes e.g. DCS. One thing to point
out is that by using the hash value and hash chain construction, it will be great eﬃciency in the signature revocation. Future work is likely to be other construction
with more applications towards the universal security.
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